
GUIDELINES VIDEO
SHOOTING
- Shoot with the rear camera lense (main camera lens located on the back of the 

device). Remeber to clean your camera lens before shooting.
- Use a tripod to set up your shot, if you don’t have a tripod place your phone on a flat 

surface.
- Shoot in 4K (if it’s not possible then choose 1080p) 
      Settings > Camera > Record Video > 4K at 24fps (if it’s not possible then choose 30fps).
- Shoot the video horizontally.
- Put your phone in airplane mode before you hit record.
- Set and Lock Auto Exposure and Auto Focus (if possible). If you tap and hold the focus 

area, a box will pop up allowing you to lock auto exposure and auto focus. These are 
helpful settings since they allow to keep the focus and the exposure locked on one 
point.

- If the camera is too far from you, move your phone closer instead of pinching to zoom.
- Leave space around the frame when you record the interview, remember the          

clean/plain color background. Shoot half body. Don’t crop parts of your body. Stand in 
the center of the video.

EXAMPLE FRAME COMPOSITION: Person in the middle, half body, with empty space on 
the left, on the right and on the top on the frame.



GUIDELINES VIDEO
LIGHT
Pick a location with good natural light or any kind of light that you have to brighten 
things up.

AUDIO
Record in a place where there is no sound disturbance (e.g. wind, cars, people talking, 
echo etc.)
Don’t stay too far away from the camera in order to have a good audio.

RECORD
TEST VIDEO - make a video before recording the final one.
For the test, set everything up as if it’s the real thing, stay exactly as you plan on staying 
in the video, press record, and present for 10 to 20 seconds to see how everything is 
reading. This is a real time-save.

FINAL VIDEO
While recording, there are 2 important things to keep in mind:
- Be mindful of distractions and remove them, move location, or wait for the 

distraction to pass.
- Please, when you start recording, stay in silence for 5 seconds before answering/fol-

lowing an instruction. When you finish, wait another 5 seconds before answering the 
next one – do this every time.

DOWNLOAD
Don’t text or email your videos to your computer because videos are compressed 
when they’re sent via text or email. You can plug your phone into your computer and 
transfer the footage. Or you can AirDrop all of your footage to your computer. If those 
options don’t work, you can try using bluetooth or upload your videos to Dropbox, 
Google Drive or similar.

Otherwise
UPLOAD THE VIDEOS DIRECTLY FROM YOUR PHONE VIA WETRANSFER LINK 
(the easiest solution):

https://10duets10days.wetransfer.com/



QUESTIONS/INSTRUCTIONS

1. Question: “What is your name?”.
Please start the answer with “My name is…”.
Please include your pronouns. 

2.  Question: “Who are you performing #10duets10days with?”.
Please start the answer with “I am performing #10duets10days with……”.

3.  Question: “Why do we (people) dance together?”.
Please start the answer with “We dance together……”.

4.  Question: “Why is performing live important”? 
Feel free to include performing live on social media in your answer.
Please start the answer with “Performing live is important……”.

5.  Question: “How long have you known each other?” 
Referring to your duet partner. 
Please start the answer with “We have known each other for…”.

6.  Question: “How did you meet?” 
Referring to your duet partner. 
Please start the answer with “We met…”.

7.  Question: “What is your favorite thing about xxxx?” 
Referring to your duet partner. 
Please start the answer with “ My favorite thing about xxxx is….”.

8.  Instruction: Please say “We are performing #10duets10days together”.

9.  Instruction: Tell a joke or do something funny.

10. Instruction: Wave to the camera.

11.  Instruction: Make another hand gesture.

12.  Instruction: Start laughing. Continue laughing for at least 20 sec.

13.  Instruction: Look happy. Continue looking happy for 10 sec.

14.  Instruction: Look serious. Continue looking serious for 10 sec.

15.  Instruction: Look outraged. Continue looking outraged for 10 sec.

16.  Instruction: Put on your headphones (in-ears).

17.  Instruction: Put on your headphones (in-ears) and say ‘ready’.

18.  Instruction: Put on your headphones (in-ears) and say ‘we are ready’.


